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a b s t r a c t

Excellent elastic properties and good adhesion of graphene to substrate make graphene a promising
candidate for application in various friction and wear protective coatings. In order to investigate the
response of graphene edges on lateral forces, we combine atomic force microscopy (AFM) based ex-
periments with large scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Exploring movement of AFM tip across
graphene edges, we identify four consecutive processes in the course of manipulation: a small increase of
lateral force across graphene edges, elastic deformation, plastic deformation followed by permanent
wrinkle formation and partial peeling from substrate, and graphene fracture followed by complete
peeling within the scan area. In addition, on apexes of graphene flakes, we observe graphene folding
followed by the formation of defect free edges. They can prevent further wear to some extent. MD
simulations reveal that wrinkles initiated by AFM probe, grow over distance covered by the probe and
they are responsible for the observed increase of the lateral force.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Graphene is two-dimensional and atomically thin conductive
material with excellent mechanical properties. The Young’s
modulus of graphene is extremely high, around 1 TPa [1], thus
making it the stiffest material known to date, while the friction
coefficient is low [2]. At the same time, graphene is very flexible
and impermeable to gases supporting the pressure difference of
1 atm [3]. Therefore, graphene can be applied as an extremely
compact protective coating for friction and wear reduction [2,4e8],
as an anti-corrosion layer [9], for van der Waals screening [10], as a
lubricant for rotating and sliding electrical contacts [11], for the
mechanical encapsulation and protection of molecules and cells
[12e15], and for flexible optoelectronics [16e19].

Atomic force microscope (AFM) is an appropriate tool to study
graphene mechanical properties since it allows the measurement
of both normal and lateral forces at nanoscale resolution during the
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interaction between AFM probe and graphene. AFM based nano-
indentation and force-distance measurements were employed to
study elastic properties of graphene [1,20e22] and van der Waals
screening [10], while frictional properties [23e28] and friction and
wear protection [7,29,30] were characterized using the lateral
(friction) force microscopy. Strong mechanical interaction between
AFM probe and graphene was employed for the graphene
patterning based on either static (scratching) [31,32] or dynamic
plowing [33].

Behavior of graphene edges subject to lateral forces is also
important for the mechanical stability of graphene on a substrate
and above mentioned graphene applications. These properties can
be studied by AFM probe going across the graphene edges. So far,
most of the studies have been devoted to increased sliding friction
at step edges of graphite [34e42], MoS2 [37] and NaCl [37,43] due to
a Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier at steps. The lateral force was applied
by AFM probes going across graphene edges in order to study
bending properties of functionalized graphene islands [44] and
few-layer graphene sheets [45], and to investigate elastic proper-
ties of graphene [46] as well as MoS2 [47] edges. In a similar way, a
tribometer was used to measure graphene adhesion by the nano-
scratch method [48]. However, wear initiated from graphene
edges has not been studied by AFM.

We investigated wear properties of graphene edges by AFM
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based lateral manipulation both experimentally and using molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations. Beside already observed increase
of the lateral force at graphite step edges [34e42], we observe and
discuss additional structural and mechanical consequences of
graphene edge deformation. In addition, we explore apexes of
graphene flakes where we observe graphene folding and the for-
mation of defect free edges. We reproduce all elastic features
observed in experiment also in MD simulations, and discuss un-
derlying mechanical processes.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental

Graphene flakes were obtained by micromechanical exfoliation
on silicon wafers with a thin layer of silicon-oxide (around 80 nm
thick). The flakes were then visualized by optical microscopy,
whereas the single layer graphene is confirmed by Raman spec-
troscopy (see Figs. 1 and 2 in the Supplementary material,
respectively).

AFM experiments were performed using NTEGRA Prima system
from NT-MDT. Both imaging and AFM manipulations were per-
formed using NSG01 probes from NT-MDT with a typical spring
constant 5 N/m and a typical tip curvature radius 6 nm. So far the
AFM based lateral manipulation has been used for the controlled
movement of three-dimensional nanoparticles [49e55]. AFM
manipulation experiments of graphene edges were done in the
following way. Initial imaging of graphene flakes was done in the
tapping mode. In this mode, the vibrating AFM tip is free from a
torsion, so it does not push graphene edges laterally leaving them
practically intact. After graphene flakes were found and visualized,
AFM manipulations were carried out in the contact mode. Two
procedures were applied. In the first one, every imagewas recorded
at the constant normal force, which was then increased in every
subsequent scan image. In the second procedure, the normal force
was increased after several scan lines within the same scan image.
During the AFM manipulations, the lateral deflection of AFM can-
tilevers was recorded as well. After AFM manipulations, imaging of
graphene flakes was done in the tapping mode. All measurements
were done at ambient conditions.

2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations

In our atomistic model, a smooth spherical tip with 5 nm radius
interacted with graphene sheet edge. The spherical tip is supported
by a cylinder of the same radius from the top (see Fig. 3 in the
Supplementary material). The SiO2 substrate had dimensions of
40 � 200 � 5 nm3, whereas the area of the graphene flake was
35 � 190 nm2 (the flake was smaller than substrate). The periodic
boundaries were set in both directions in the graphene plane (x and
y directions in Fig. 7). Simulation of probe contact and subsequent
deformation of graphene sheet are performed with a time step of
0.1 fs and with velocity of 5 m/s. We considered two configurations
inMD simulations inwhich the spherical tip was indented into SiO2
substrate in the middle of a (1) longer and (2) shorter side of the
flake. After that, the tip was moved laterally into the flake. With
these two configurations, we were able to investigate wear prop-
erties of wide graphene flakes (configuration 1) as well as narrow
graphene ribbons and graphene flake apexes (configuration 2). The
interatomic forces within SiO2 and within graphene were derived
using appropriate Tersoff potential [56,57]. Adhesion forces be-
tween SiO2 and graphene were modeled with van der Waals po-
tential [58e60], with Lennard-Jones parameters (s,ε) for Si, O and C
atoms (0.01301 eV, 3.8264 Å), (0.00650 eV, 3.1181 Å) and
(0.00239 eV, 3.4121 Å), respectively. AFM tip was interacting with
the carbon and SiO2 atoms via purely repulsive shifted Lennard-
Jones potential truncated at minimum with the energy parameter
ε ¼ 4 eV and the repulsion distance s ¼ 4.5 Å. The choice of smooth
spherical tip and repulsive potential was motivated by a desire to
study only influence of adhesion of graphene on substrate and a
relatively small contact surface between the AFM tip and graphene.
The substrate was supported by a 1 nm layer of SiO2 atoms con-
nected to their rigid equilibrium position by elastic springs. In the
present work, LAMMPS package [61,62] was used for running MD
simulations.

3. Results and discussion

Results of AFMmanipulation experiments are shown in Fig.1 for
five normal loads: (a) 40 nN, (b) 59 nN, (c) 79 nN, (d) 99 nN, and (e)
118 nN). Topography measured in contact mode during the AFM
manipulations is shown in the left column, lateral force (LF) during
the scanning in contact mode is shown in the middle column, and
topography measured in the tapping mode after the AFM manip-
ulations is shown in the right column. We observe four distinct
processes which finally lead to permanent removal of parts of
graphene from the surface: (i) a slight increase of lateral force at
graphene edge, (ii) elastic strain of graphene edge, (iii) wrinkle
formation along graphene edges and partial peeling of graphene
from substrate, (iv) graphene fracture and subsequent complete
peeling of the graphene flake from the substrate within the scan
range during the AFM manipulation.

For all normal loads, there is a slight increase of LF when AFM
probe comes into contact with graphene edge. This increase of LF is
represented by a dark contrast along graphene edges in the insets
of Fig.1 (a2ed2). The similar, but smaller increase of LF also exists in
the backward direction when the probe descends from graphene
onto SiO2 substrate (not shown here). Enhanced LF has been
already observed in AFM measurements on graphite [34e42] and
graphene [46] step edges due to Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier. This is
an additional barrier for diffusion of surface atom across atomic
steps, while in AFMmeasurements, AFM tip has a role of the surface
atom. Still, enhanced LF in the forward direction could originate
also from an elastic straining of edge, as it has been already
observed in the case of graphene [46] and MoS2 [47] edges.

At low load, i.e., 40 nN, graphene edge is elastically strained
along single scan lines by AFM probe going in the forward direction
e from the substrate to graphene. The details of elastic deformation
of graphene edge can be seen in the insets of topography in
Fig. 1(a1) and LF in Fig. 1(a2). In both insets, graphene surface is
bright, but there is a small dark discontinuity around 50 nm long
and denoted with the arrow. According to the height and LF profiles
for three consecutive scan lines recorded around the observed
discontinuity, AFM probe jumps onto graphene at x1 along line 1.
Then, along next line 2, the AFM probe jumps onto graphene at x2
around 50 nm further away from x1. Here the AFM probe pushes
graphene edge and signature of graphene deformation is an
approximately linear increase of LF seen in the inset of Fig. 1(a2).
Then, when AFM probe jumps onto graphene flake, the edge be-
comes released and returns back into the initial position at x1, as
can be seen from height and LF profile along line 3. Similar tiny
discontinuities in the vicinity of graphene edges are visible in both
topography and LF images in Fig. 1(aed).

For intermediate loads, i.e., 59�99 nN, AFM probe is enough
pressed to the surface to avoid graphene slipping. As a result, AFM
probe starts to push graphene edge, and forms stable graphene
wrinkles. The wrinkles are clearly visible as bright stripes in the
topographic images recorded after AFM manipulations (encircled
in Fig. 1(b3ed3)). Opposite to the process of elastic straining of
graphene edge, the wrinkles are plastic deformations of graphene



Fig. 1. (a1ee1) Topography and (a2ee2) LF during the AFM manipulation of graphene, and (a3ee3) topography after the manipulation acquired in the tapping mode. (a) Applied
normal forces are the following: (a) FN ¼ 40 nN, (b) FN ¼ 59 nN, (c) FN ¼ 79 nN, (d) FN ¼ 99 nN, (e) FN ¼ 118 nN. Elastic deformation of graphene edge and the corresponding change
of LF is shown in the insets of parts (a1) and (a2), respectively. Small increase of LF across graphene edge can be seen as a dark contrast in the insets of parts (b2), (c2) and (d2).
Arrows in parts (b1), (c1) and (d1) denote the beginning of wrinkle formation. Arrows in parts (e1) and (e2) denote the beginning of graphene tearing. (A colour version of this figure
can be viewed online.)
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which becomes partially pilled from the substrate. During AFM
manipulations, there are sudden and sharp discontinuities both in
the topography and LF, as it can be seen in Fig. 1(b1ed1) denoted
with arrows and Fig. 1(b2ed2), respectively. Initial peeling of gra-
phene takes place for the first time at these lines and continues up
to the end of scan images, meaning that AFM probes subsequently
further pushes wrinkled graphene edge. Processes of wrinkle for-
mation and partial peeling of graphene are followed by a significant
increase of LF which is represented by a dark contrast within
encircled areas in Fig. 1(b2ed2). Interesting point is that wrinkle
bottom is below the corresponding discontinuity denoted with the
arrows in Fig. 1(b1ed1). Therefore, when AFM probe hooks gra-
phene edge along the arrows, it pulls also areas of graphene edge
which were not deformed when AFM probe went across them.

Results for high loads are given in Fig. 1(e1ee3) (the domain
encircled with dashed-dotted line in (e3) corresponds to the
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images in (e1) and (e2)). After several initial scan lines at the bot-
tom, graphene is suddenly cut (cuts are denoted with arrows in
Fig. 1(e1) and (e2)) and then completely peeled-off within the scan
region for AFMmanipulation. During themanipulation, the peeled-
off part of graphene flakewas pulled and/or rolled and finally left at
the top part of the scan region where the AFM probe finished the
manipulation. This region is visible as a bright stripe in the
topography image (encircled domain in Fig. 1(e3)).

Characteristic LF profiles for four processes observed in AFM
manipulation of graphene edges are given in Fig. 2. LF is approxi-
mately constant when the AFM probe is above either SiO2 or gra-
phene. On the other hand, when the AFM probe is going across
graphene edge, LF grows roughly linearly in all cases. Increase of LF
is a result of the peeling of graphene by AFM probe during under-
lying manipulation process. The resulting structural changes are
closely correlated with the LF peak values DFL reached along the
distance Dx as denoted in Fig. 2.

Results for the second AFM manipulation experiment are given
in Fig. 3. Initial topography is given in Fig. 3(a), while the topog-
raphy after the manipulation experiment for normal forces
FN¼ 59 nN, FN ¼ 79 nN, and FN¼ 79 nN, are given in Fig. 3(b),(c),(d),
respectively. Similar to the previous example, AFM probe pushes
graphene edge and forms wrinkles (encircled in Fig. 3(b) and (c)),
while for high enough normal load, this process ends with gra-
phene tearing. Opposite to the previous case, AFM manipulation
experiments were stopped (in areas denoted with arrows in
Fig. 3(bed)) after wear was initiated, so graphene is not completely
peeled-off from the scan area. We observed again the same four
processes characterized with approximately linear increase of LF
during AFMmanipulations. Fig. 3(c) and (d) were recorded after the
manipulations for the same normal load. In Fig. 3(c), graphene edge
is only wrinkled, while in Fig. 3(d), this wrinkled edge is cut and
further peeled-off from substrate. This is a cumulative effect in a
wear of graphene edges since the wear for the same normal load is
enhanced for a wrinkled and irregular graphene edge.

Fig. 4 shows distribution of LF peaks DFL versus distance Dx for
both manipulation experiments (results from Figs. 1 and 3). The
points can be grouped based on process taking place, i.e., into (1)
the area of a small LF increase at graphene edge, (2) the area of an
elastic deformation of graphene edge, (3) the area of a plastic
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deformation of graphene edge, i.e., wrinkle formation, and (4) the
area of graphene fracture (graphene cutting and peeling). In the
first three areas, graphene edge is in a linear regime where LF
approximately linearly increases for a given lateral deformation.
Therefore, the graphene edge here behaves as a spring with the
effective stiffness keff z 0.2 N/m equal to the slope of the linear fit
given by the dashed line in Fig. 4. Distribution of points matches
quite well for both experiments in first three areas. Therefore, in
both cases graphene edge has approximately the same effective
stiffness. We can further derive the following characteristics of
graphene edge from areas (1)e(3) in Fig. 4: (i) the maximal LF of
around 20 nN for which the graphene edge is in an elastic regime,
while for higher forces it starts to deform plastically, and (ii) tensile
strength of around 50 nN as maximal LF before graphene tearing
and fracture. After tensile stress is reached and graphene fractures,
LF depends on amount of graphene fracture by the tip. In both
experiments, LF is rather constant and saturates within the fourth
area. In the first experiment, graphenewas gradually fractured only
at the end of every AFM line and pushed to a side, while in the
second experiment graphenewas fractured continuously with AFM
probe movement giving rise to larger LF.

Other AFMmanipulation experiments showed that therewas no
cumulative effect on wear properties of graphene edges only if the
applied normal force was below the threshold normal force (below
40 nN). Ten successive scan images for low normal force FN ¼ 20 nN
were taken in the contact mode (the results are shown in Fig. 4 in
the Supplementary material). As can be seen, there is no wear of
graphene edge even after ten cycles. On the other hand, if only a
single scan image was recorded at high normal force FN ¼ 120 nN,
wear of graphene edge was always initiated (two examples are
given in Fig. 5 in the Supplementary material).

In the following AFM manipulation experiments, we focus on
wear of graphene edges. In the first case, for intermediate LF, AFM
probe pushes graphene edge and form graphene wrinkle, as shown
in Fig. 5(a). In the second case, a high LF from AFM probe leads to
graphene cutting. This process starts either at contact point be-
tween the AFM probe and graphene wrinkle as shown in Fig. 5(b),
or at peripheral parts of the wrinkle as shown in Fig. 5(c). All three
images were recorded in the tapping mode after the AFM manip-
ulation experiments. All three manipulations were stopped in the
regions denoted with arrows in order to avoid complete peeling off
graphene within the scan area. This allows us to see shape of gra-
phene after fracture. If AFM probe carried on with scratching of
graphene edge, it would hook cut graphene parts. Finally, it would
pushed them along virtual paths denoted with dashed arrows in
Fig. 5(b) and (c) and left them at the end of the scan range (this
would be the top of the scan range since the AFM manipulations
were started from the bottom). This mechanism explains shape of
graphene after complete peeling given in Fig. 1(e3). Here the
encircled part represents exactly the cut graphene piece removed
by AFM probe.

Beside wrinkle formation along wide graphene edges, we
observed graphene folding as an additional wear mechanism on
apexes of graphene flakes. Fig. 6 show two such examples with
graphene topography before (the left column) and after (the right
column) the AFM manipulation. In the first example shown in
Fig. 6(a1) and (a2), AFM probe hooks and lifts encircled apex of
graphene flake, folds it (mirror symmetry denoted with M). A
subsequent movement of AF probe leads to crumpling of graphene
along the top edge. In the second example, we have observed three
folding events. Their mirror symmetries are denoted with Mi,
i ¼ 1,2,3 in Fig. 6(b1) and (b2). As in the previous case, the first
folding happens at a very apex of graphene flake which is encircled
in Fig. 6(b1). Therefore, graphene folding happens at relatively free
edges where the adhesion is the smallest. After the second folding



Fig. 3. (a) Initial topography and topography after the AFM manipulation for the following normal forces: (b) FN ¼ 59 nN, (c) FN ¼ 79 nN, and (d) FN ¼ 79 nN. AFM manipulation
experiments were stopped along arrows in parts (b), (c) and (d) after wear was initiated. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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of the graphene flake, a defect free edge of now locally two-layer
graphene was formed. The defect free edge in turn prevented
further wear of the graphene flake by AFM probe. Therefore, the
process of folding of free graphene edges enables inherent prohi-
bition of further wear to some extent. After the third folding, a
region of four-layer graphene is created. It is not flat and the newly
formed edge is not regular. For this reason, the graphene folding is
followed by cutting of the graphene in the four-layer region (the cut
is denoted with the arrow in Fig. 6(b2)).

We used MD simulations in order to reveal and explain fine
details in AFM manipulation of graphene edges at atomic scale
which can not be resolved by AFM experiments. The simulation
results for the manipulation of wide graphene flake with a spher-
ical probe are shown in Fig. 7 (video animations for both top and
side view can be found in the Supplementary material). Left (right)
panel shows the snapshots of the top (side) view. Graphene is
shown in red, while the blue circle denotes the contour of the
probe. The probe moves along x-axis and comes across the gra-
phene edge at point A. The probe pushes the edge resulting in the
formation of the first graphene wrinkle (point B) which grows with
the distance (point C). Further motion of the probe results in the
formation (point D) and growing (point E) of the second graphene
wrinkle. As a result, the graphene is partially peeled from substrate.
When probe pushing graphene edge is removed, the edge is
released and it returns back into initial position (snapshots of MD
simulation results are given in the Supplementarymaterial in Fig. 6,
while video animation for the return of graphene edge in initial
position is given in the Supplementary material as well). MD
simulation results are in accordance with the experiments: ma-
nipulations of graphene edges lead to wrinkle formation with two
possibilities, either elastic deformation or plastic with permanent
wrinkle formation. At the same time, both experiments and



Fig. 5. Wear mechanisms: (a) graphene wrinkle, (b) graphene fracture at contact point between AFM probe and wrinkle, and (c) graphene fracture along peripheral parts of wrinkle.
All images were recorded in the tapping mode after AFM manipulations. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 6. Folding on apexes of graphene flakes: (a) the case with single fold ((a1) topography before and (a2) after the folding) and (b) the case with three successive folds ((b1)
topography before and (b2) after the folding). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

2 Formation of wrinkles was already observed in simulations of sliding of AFM
probe on homogeneous graphene sheet, so called the puckering effect [24]. In that
case, the normal force from the probe leads to the out-of-plane local deformation of
graphene which effectively increase the contact area between the AFM probe and
deformed graphene leading to higher friction. When the AFM probe makes
indentation of the surface from the side, wrinkles in the graphene sheet are easily
formed locally because of the sheet’s low bending stiffness compared to its in-plane
stiffness. As a result, the graphene sheet is steadily removed from a substrate.
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simulations show that the graphene peeling takes place over very
wide region on both sides of the probe (for example see Fig. 5(a)
and part (E) in Fig. 7).2

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carbon.2016.06.073.

MD simulation results for the manipulation of narrow graphene
ribbon are shown in Fig. 8 (video animations can be found in the
Supplementarymaterial). This case corresponds to the experiments
on apexes of graphene flakes (Fig. 6). As can be seen, after AFM

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carbon.2016.06.073


Fig. 7. Snapshots of MD simulation results for the manipulation of graphene edge: snapshots of the top view are shown on the left, while the snapshots for the side view are shown
on the right. Distance l covered by the probe is shown on the images. The growth of the first wrinkle can be followed between (B) and (C), and the second smaller wrinkle between
(D) and (E). Applied normal force on a bare substrate in the simulations was FN,sub ¼ 200 nN. Only spherical part of the AFM probe is shown, while in our simulations, the sphere is
topped by a cylinder of the same radius. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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probe comes into the contact with graphene edge (point A), it starts
to push the edge thus making a wrinkle (points B-D). However,
opposite to the case of the wide graphene flake, in this case gra-
phene apex is drawn out and then it is hanging over the rest of the
ribbon (point E). Finally, AFM probe would fold released graphene
apex, as observed in the experiment.

The simulated evolution of the lateral force exerted on the probe
during its movement into the graphene sheet is shown in Fig. 9
(difference FL � FL,sub is plotted, where FL is the total lateral force,
whereas FL,sub is the lateral force on the bare substrate). The
Fig. 8. Snapshots of MD simulation results for the manipulation of graphene ribbon edge as a
the simulations was FN,sub ¼ 200 nN. Only spherical part of the AFM probe is shown, while in
of this figure can be viewed online.)
indentation depths in MD simulations were din ¼ 0.3 nm,1 nm,
1.5 nm and resulting applied normal forces FN,sub ¼ 30 nN, 150 nN,
200 nN, respectively. Distance of the probe movement is measured
from the contact with the graphene. The lateral force depends on
applied normal force and distance covered by the probe. For small
normal force FN,sub ¼ 30 nN, we observe a steady increase of the
lateral force, while graphene flake passes under the tip. After gra-
phene is completely submerged under the probe and when the tip
starts just to slide over the graphene, the lateral force saturates.

The higher normal forces (FN,sub ¼ 150 nN, 200 nN) do not
function of distance l covered by the probe. Applied normal force on a bare substrate in
our simulations, the sphere is topped by a cylinder of the same radius. (A colour version



Fig. 9. Change of lateral force DFL ¼ FL � FL,sub with displacement of AFM probe, where
FL,sub is mean lateral force of bare substrate acting on tip. The results are presented for
three initial normal forces of tip on substrate FN,sub ¼ 30 nN, 150 nN, 200 nN. Dashed
line visualizes changes in slope of lateral force during the slipping of graphene edge
under the tip in the regions (A)e(B) and (C)e(D), and the growth of graphene wrinkles
in the regions (B)e(C) and (D)e(E). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed
online.)

Fig. 10. The evolution of LF with displacement of AFM probe moving under the angles
45� , 60� , 75� , 90� relative to graphene edge and initially applied normal forces of tip on
substrate was FN,sub ¼ 150 nN. Dashed line in the top panel is guide to the eye
emphasizing the linear increase and the similar slope of the lateral force for both
angles. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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permit graphene to completely slip under the bottom of the tip as
can be seen in Fig. 7. From point A to point B in Fig. 7, the graphene
edge is a physical obstacle for the probe and it exerts a force in the
lateral direction on the tip. The graphene penetrates only up to
certain depth under the tip and then pulls out (point B). As result
we first observe growth of one wrinkle (B to C), i.e., out-of-plane
deformation of graphene sheet, and then with increasing distance
the second wrinkle forms and grows (from point D to point E).
These wrinkles result in a step-wise increase of the lateral force as
can be seen in Fig. 9. The height of the first step of the lateral force
DFL has the same value as in the case of tip sliding on top of the
graphene. This indicates that a source of the first step of lateral
force is just the graphene sandwiched between the tip and sub-
strate in direction of the movement. The growth of the wrinkles is
limited by curvature of the tip. When a wrinkle touches the tip, we
observe a further stepwise increase in the lateral force.

We have performed additional MD simulations inwhich a probe
was moving under the angles 45�, 60�, 75� relative to graphene
edge, and then compared these results with the probe moving
orthogonally under 90� angle. The configurations where probe is
moving oblique to graphene edge are typically seen in experiment.
From dynamical point of view, the movement of the probe oblique
to the edge involves steady shear of graphene flake between the
probe and substrate. The evolution of LF with displacement of the
probe is shown in Fig. 10. One can immediately observe a steady
increase of lateral force for 45� and 60� (upper panel). The side
motion and shear prevent slipping of the graphene between AFM
tip and substrate and step-wise increase of the lateral force which
on the other hand grows continuously for these configurations. The
slope of LF increase is similar in both cases and roughly 1 N/m. The
slope of LF in the experiment (e.g. in Fig. 4) is about 0.2 N/m. The
reason for discrepancy could be absence of a water layer between
graphene and silicon oxide substrate in our simulations, therefore
overestimating adhesion compared to experiment. When side
motion is smaller, the lateral force starts to build up stepwise as can
be seen in bottom panel in Fig. 10 for 75� angle, and which is
reminiscent of the case when probe is moving orthogonally for 90�

angle when the stepwise increase is obvious.
MD simulations allow us to get insights into energy landscape

changes during the manipulation of graphene edges. In the
conclusion of the results section, wewould like therefore to discuss
evolution of intra graphene energy (covalent CeC bonds, see 11(a))
with deformation caused by tip in the linear regime (before frac-
ture). The work by AFM probe is used for partial graphene peeling
countering van der Waals forces between graphene and substrate,
and graphene deformation. The total energy increase in graphene
DECC (energy of all CeC bonds) is given in Fig. 11(a). DECC starts to
grow significantly after the distance of around 7 nm. This distance
corresponds to the point where second wrinkle starts to form and
lateral force increases beyond lateral force of tip shearing over the
graphene (cf. Fig. 9 between points (C) and (D)). Therefore, gra-
phenewrinkles touching and pushing the tip lead to the increase of
the elastic energy. Change of the local graphene energy DeCC, which
corresponds to the energy of CeC bonds of each graphene atom, is
given in Fig. 11(b). The increase of energy of carbon atoms is largest
in the vicinity of the AFM probe and reaches 40 meV per atom after
the probe has covered 14 nm. At the same time, change of the
adhesion energy between graphene and SiO2 substrate is
gadhDxL=2z2 keV, where gadh ¼ 0.45 Jm�2 is the adhesion energy
of graphene on silicon oxide substrate [63], Dx ¼ 14 nm is the
distance covered by AFM probe, and L ¼ 100 nm is the size of the
triangular patch with bare silicon dioxide substrate left after gra-
phene peeling. Change of the adhesion energy is larger than the
energy of graphene deformation DECC z 1 keV after Dx ¼ 14 nm
meaning that a greater part of thework done by the probe is used to
overcome graphene-substrate adhesion.
4. Conclusion

We studied wear of graphene edges as the departure point of
the global wear of graphene coating. Its edges governed in this
frame wear resistivity of various graphene based protective coat-
ings. Wear of graphene edges started with wrinkle formation. High
enough normal loads resulted in their fracture at points of largest
elastic energy, and subsequent peeling of graphene from substrate.
Wear was enhanced on irregular and already wrinkled graphene
edges. On the other hand, graphene flakes still have the ability to
prevent and stop damage from spreading in the case of folding
when new and regular edges are formed. Deformation of graphene



Fig. 11. Change of (a) total intra graphene energy DECC and (b) local energy DeCC of
each graphene atom (only covalent CeC bond energy). The dashed line on the plot is a
guide to the eye and shows trend of energy increase. The configurations (i) and (ii)
correspond to the first wrinkle growth, configuration (iii) is after the second wrinkle
formation and steep lateral force increase, and (iv) corresponds to the growth of the
second wrinkle. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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edges was followed by increasing lateral force due to wrinkle for-
mation and an increased contact area between AFM probe and
graphene edge. The major work done by AFM probe was used to
overcome adhesion energy. Therefore, wear of graphene edges
could be decreased in the case of larger graphene-substrate adhe-
sion, e.g. by removal of water layer.

Our results indicate that the normal force acting on AFM tip and
the graphene edge structure were two principal factors which
determined wear behavior of the graphene edge. The complete
wear of a defect free edge started only for a sufficiently large
normal force. This can be rationalized from the MD simulation re-
sults. We observe that the AFM based lateral manipulation of gra-
phene edge results in wrinkle formation. When AFM tip started to
slide over the graphene flake, the adhesion would either flatten
graphene edge covering substrate again, or if deformation pro-
gressed beyond a threshold value, stablewrinklewas formed. In the
later case, graphene was partially peeled-off from substrate.

This study also showed that AFM could be very useful for the
mechanical manipulation of a truly two-dimensional nano-objects
and materials. The method presented here could be used to study
interaction between adjacent layers in multi-layer two-dimen-
sional materials of for surface peeling in order to make novel and
hybrid surfaces [64e66].
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